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Well, do we have to take this market day-by-day or what? Whipsaw-city my dear members, and when in doubt; 
please stay or get out. Is all hopes lost for the Bulls? No, Figure 1A shows the Bulls last hope for a minor-3, 4 count 

on the S&P500, where minor-1 is the SPX2404 high and today’s low didn’t invalidate it. This is the count I originally 
carried, and the inserted table shows the ideal wave tracker numbers .  

But, Figure 1B shows a slightly different start and end of minor-1 and in this count today’s overlap confirms the 
major-3 top due to overlap of the minor-1 high and today’s low (4th and 1st waves’ endings don’t overlap; unless 

when in an triangle). The insert shows the S&P500‘s daily chart and in a very simple way the importance of the 
SPX2404 level: green horizontal dotted line. It has been resistance many times and thus now acts (clearly) as support. 

Thus the only hope left for Bulls is the original count or the EDT, but a break below SPX2404 will leave very l ittle -if 
any- room for a Bullish outcome. 

Figure 1. SPX 60-min charts. (A) Minor-4 has 1 change left. (B) Otherwise, intermediate-a of major-4 is underway. 
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The NDX lost its 50d SMA support, but bounced exactly off it’s 23.6% retrace. 4th waves retrace typically between 
23.6% and 38.2% of the entire prior 3rd wave of the same degree, so either intermediate-iv is already complete, or 

only minor-a is about complete as then minor-c will seek out the 38.2% retrace. In this case we should see a bounce 
back to 5800-5850. In the former, intermediate-v should start soon. Note the potential positive divergence forming 

on the daily RSI5 (lower price, but higher RSI5). For now, all TIs are pointing down, but a green day tomorrow will 
confirm the + div and likely give some initial buy-signals. 

Figure 2. NDX daily chart: TIs ALL pointing down, bounced of 23.6% retrace. 
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The reason why I am still hesitant to make a “the top is in” call, is because the DOW is clearly still missing a (green) 
minor-5 wave of the same magnitude (time and price) as the 1st and 2nd minor waves off the (red) intermediate-iv 

low. Unless price snuck in these waves somehow with failed 5 th waves etc, it’s rather obvious some waves are 
missing. Minor-2 was 445p and took 7 days, while the current correction has now lasted 8 days and is 330p. Thus 

time and price is about right for all of minor-4 to be complete. Minor 5 should then ideally target ~$21800, which is 
the 2.00x major 1 extension and the 1.764x minor-1 extension. But, curently all TIs are pointing down, wanting to 

see lower price so we have to respect that.  

Figure 3. DOW daily chart: Counts now best as minor-4 underway. 
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The McClellan Oscillator based Summation Index for the S&P500 (SPX-SI) remains on a sell today as breadth dropped 
to -39 today. The VIX, however, left a nasty looking candle (for the VIX-Bulls) as it was intra-day up as much as 50%, 

but ended the day only up 10%, while the S&p500 closed at the same level as Tuesday. The CPCE (equities only 
put/call  ratio) ended at 0.69 today; not an extreme reading especi ally given today’s initial  decline.  

Figure 3. SPXSI gave still on sell. VIX rejected at long term trend line resistance 

 

In conclusion: The S&P500 is very close to invalidating the Bullish count, but the DOW counts best as still needing 

a 5th wave up, as there are so far only clearly 3 waves up. Watch SPX2404 and 2444. A break below the former 
means major-3 top is most likely in, while a break above the latter means minor-5 is most likely underway. The 

NDX reached its 23.6% retrace, which means either all of intermediate-iv is in, or only minor-a. Both counts thus 
do expect upside in the days ahead. The VIX left an ugly candle today (massive upper wig), while the CPCE didn’t 

move the needle much. The SPX-SI remains on a sell. 

ALOHA 

Soul, Ph.D. 
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